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Things never slow down around Odyssey. Alex is hoping to survive a long weekend with his

grandparents, but things get interesting when he sees his grandfather dig up a strange wooden box

in the woods. More adventure unfolds as Marvin Washington takes his first trip back in time on the

Imagination Station and lands in the middle of the American Revolutionary War. What are all the

mysteries surrounding Agnes' misplaced memory and the odd change in Aubrey's old friend? Will

Colby and Mitch ever survive the Novacom aftermath? Will Connie lose Mitch again because of the

FBI? Find out what's going on with everyone in these 12 exciting episodes! Volume 39 contains the

following stories (and themes): Between You and Me (putting God first) Aubrey's Bathrobe (using

our abilities to serve God) The Popsicle Kid (uniqueness) The Toy Man (sacrifice) For Trying Out

Loud (finding your place) The Benefit of the Doubt (discrimination) The American Revolution, 1 & 2

(American history) Obedience (obedience) Relatively Annoying (getting along with others) The Pact,

1 & 2 (living with an eternal purpose)
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Focus on the Family began in 1977 in response to Dr. James Dobson's increasing concern for the

American family. From a two-room suite in Arcadia, California, Dr. Dobson began with radio-a

25-minute weekly program heard only on a few dozen stations. Focus on the Family has since



become an international organization with more than 74 different ministries requiring nearly 1,300

employees. On the now-daily broadcast heard on over 6,000 facilities worldwide, Dr. Dobson still

explores family issues, usually with one or more recognized experts as guests.   Dr. Dobson's

method attempts to "turn hearts toward home" by reasonable, biblical, and empirical insights so

people will be able to discover the founder of homes and the creator of families: Jesus Christ.

This is amazeing family time cd,everyone would enjoy and love it.

Great stories!! Adventures in Odyssey is always the best!!!

Kids love it.

This one doesn't have anything intense or scary in it! This Album is highly recomended and is very

enjoyable. Don't miss this one!

With the Novacom situation now behind them, the residence of Odyssey are eager to get back to

their normal lives. Not that normal ever describes anything they do. Connie and Mitch are trying to

make up for lost time in their relationship, but what's the cost to others? And Mitch is offered a job

that he quite possibly can't refuse. We meet the Washingtons, who are being set up to become the

next major family in Odyssey (and I can't wait). We get to experience some of the early days of the

Revolutionary War from a slightly different perspective thanks to a newly designed Imagination

Station. And Tom's wife is getting all riled up about something, but she can't remember what it is.

Meanwhile, Aubrey's friend Seth has moved to Odyssey and we discover that being different can

have advantages.While I enjoyed the Novacom storyline, it was nice to get back to a calmer

Odyssey. And, frankly, some of the themes of the episodes were a challenge to me. The stories are

fun and kids will love listening to them over and over again.With over 500 episodes under their belt,

it's nice to see that there seems to be plenty of life left in the show. If they keep coming up with

great stuff like this, I'll be enjoying the show for many more years to come.

It's a great set, probably recommend it most to those familiar with Adventures in Odyssey. Still very

enjoyable if you don't yet know the characters, but a few episodes are easier to follow if you know

what has already happened. Best episodes were "The Pact I and II", "Relatively Annoying" and "The

Benefit of The Doubt". For in depth information on individual episodes, this album, or others like it go



to[...] and click "CDs DVDs and More.
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